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Abstract 

Wells with long production/injection intervals (e.g. horizontal or multi-lateral wells) can be equipped 

with flow control completion (FCC), which allows zonal control of in/out-flow and is a proven method 

to improve sweep efficiency, extend well life, and reduce the production volumes of unwanted fluids. 

The application of FCC is essential to development of many oil fields with complex geology, uncertain 

reservoir description, close to contact completions or unfavourable mobility ratio. 

FCC technology keeps developing, for instance the recently introduced Autonomous Inflow Control 

Device (AICD) or Valve (AICV) strongly reacts to unwanted phases (gas or water) restricting their flow 

in-situ, which improves recovery as well as reduces the volume of unwanted fluids and the production 

uncertainty.  

This paper presents a novel approach to incorporate into a reservoir simulator the flow performance of 

a downhole flow control completion equipped with flow control devices discriminating flowing fluids, 

e.g. reacting to water/gas flow distinctly differently than to oil. AICDs and AICVs are examples of such 

devices. The novel approach is verified by numerical simulation and is further compared against the 

traditional modelling approach on a reservoir model. 

In the case of oil and water/gas flow, the multi-modal response of the device is new in the industry, and 

the reservoir simulators are not yet up-to-date to model such performance. The segregated flow in the 

annulus results in the device(s) reacting sequentially to either oil or water/gas, as opposed to the 

“homogeneous flow” modelling approach that is traditionally assumed in reservoir simulators. 

Capturing the sequential reaction of the device to either oil or water/gas in a reservoir simulator is 

challenging. The equations derived here solve this problem, and offer a more accurate way of modelling 

autonomous flow control completion performance in a commercial reservoir simulator. 

This work is an important contribution to the advanced well completion technology modelling and 

evaluation. This technology is likely to define the future of advanced wells. 
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1. Introduction 

Advanced well construction designs, such as AWCs (Advanced Well Completions) that control the 

fluid flow at the reservoir sandface, improve oil recovery and reduce the need for well intervention. 

AWCs are a field-proven technology that has been widely installed in thousands of wells to modify the 

production or injection well’s inflow/outflow rate profile along the well. New AWC designs that 

additionally improve the waterflood’s performance by reacting to water breakthrough have recently 

become available. The paper will present novel methods to model the flow performance of such AWCs. 

Sections 1.1 and 1.2 below will briefly discuss AWCs, their history, design, impact on well performance 

and application envelope.  

1.1 Advanced Well Completions (AWCs) 

AWCs have Flow Control Devices (FCDs) installed in the production tubing in front of the production 

or injection intervals. FCDs (one or several) can be installed as frequently as on every tubing joint, often 

amounting to hundreds per well. Annular flow isolation (e.g. gravel pack or packers) is also preferred 

as it further improves the AWC’s performance. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic view of an AWC in an 

open-hole, production well with three packers; though AWCs are also perfectly used in wells with a 

cased hole, with multiple laterals, in injection wells, etc. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic view of a well with AWC 

The operating principle of an AWC is simple: the pressure drop across an FCD is non-linearly 

dependent of the fluid flow rate (Equation 1); unlike the pressure drop across the reservoir that is 

essentially linearly dependent on the (liquid) rate. This ensures that there is an increased pressure drop 

across the AWC for those inflow zones between adjacent packers producing at a higher production rate 

when compared to the less productive zones. The result is a more uniform inflow/outflow profile along 

the length of the completion. FCDs can be generally classified as Passive (a fixed restriction), Active 

(the restriction can be controlled) and Autonomous (no control, but an autonomous reaction to the 

presence of an unwanted fluid). A good overview of the evolution of AWC technology, the available 

types (see also Figure 2) and their applications can be found in (Al-Khelaiwi, 2013, Eltaher, 2017). 
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Figure 2: Downhole Flow Control Device types 

AWCs are well suited to wells producing from zones of differing reservoir quality, such as 

heterogeneous reservoirs, differentially depleted layers, compartmentalized reservoirs, multiple-

reservoir developments, unfavourably saturated (e.g. oil-rim) reservoirs, etc. AWC well construction 

can be horizontal, deviated, or multi-lateral with the severity of the heterogeneity-related problems 

increasing as the well-reservoir contact length increases. Passive AWC is also frequently installed to 

reduce the heel-to-toe effect in homogeneous reservoirs developed with long horizontal wells. 

Passive AWC comprises a range of commercial ICD types (Figure 2) of differing design and tolerance 

to erosion and their response to the properties of the flowing fluid. However, all ICDs are essentially a 

fixed restriction whose performance can be described by:  

2    aQ ICDP  (1) 

in which the ‘strength’ parameter a  relates the extra pressure drop ∆𝑷𝑰𝑪𝑫 added by an ICD restriction 

to the square of the flow rate Q. More information on ICD types and the formulae to find the strength 

a for each ICD type can be found in e.g. (Al-Khelaiwi, 2013). 

Active FCDs, often called Interval Control Valves (ICVs), vary in design (Figure 2) depending on their 

source of power and control signal (electric or hydraulic), how many positions can be chosen (usually 

between 2 and 10), etc. Equation 1 also describes the pressure drop across an ICV for a given position. 

The well’s production is controlled by setting the zonal ICV positions according to the current or 

expected production situation. More information on ICV types, their applications and control can be 

found in e.g. (Haghighat Sefat et al., 2016). 

The recently introduced technology: Autonomous Inflow Control Device (AICD) and Valve (AICV) 

react to “unwanted” (in oil production) fluid phases (i.e. free gas and water) restricting their flow in-

situ and improving recovery. The AICD/AICV (or, in general, AFCD – Autonomous Flow Control 

Device) performance is described separately for single-phase oil flow and for single-phase water or gas 

flows, since these performances differ significantly. However, in both cases their single phase flow 

performance can be acceptably matched by Equation 1 (this observation was used by e.g. (Eltaher et 

al., 2014) to reparametrize the AFCD performance formula). Also note that even until this day the stand-

alone AFCD multiphase flow performance is still difficult to model accurately, with some new 

approaches recently published (Eltaher et al., 2017). However, the problem of multiphase flow 

performance modelling of a stand-alone AFCD is irrelevant in this work, as explained below. 
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Multi-phase modelling of autonomous inflow control completion (see Figure 1) is challenging. This is 

due to the interference between the AFCDs as well as the tubing and annulus flow within this 

completion. E.G. if an AFCD in a completion is exposed to a sufficiently high watercut that switches it 

to the water flow mode, this will almost immediately redistribute the water hold-up and thus affect the 

dynamic wellbore flow and the reaction of the other AFCDs in this completion. Capturing such effects 

in conventional reservoir simulators is impossible because the wellbore models in them are based on 

steady-state flow correlations. 

The multiphase flow performance of the AFCD completion (comprising multiple AFCDs and zones) 

is fundamentally different from the stand-alone AFCD’s multiphase flow performance (so much that 

the latter can be irrelevant as illustrated below).  

We wish to emphasize that the development of an appropriate model of the multiphase performance of 

the AFCD completion (i.e. AFCDs + annulus flow + tubing flow + reservoir inflow), not the stand-

alone AFCD, is the focus of this paper.  

The history and classification of the AFCD technology is given some more attention in Appendix A. 

More on the AFCD technology (i.e. AICDs and AICVs) can be found in (Eltaher, 2017) 

 

2. Motivation for Deriving the AFCD Completion Flow Performance Model 

The AFCD completion flow performance model that can be incorporated into a commercial reservoir 

simulator, is vital for evaluation and assessment of the AFCD technology. Unfortunately, the modelling 

tools currently available in the reservoir simulators are inappropriate and prone to error. These tools are 

briefly described below followed by an illustration of how inaccurate their prediction can be. 

2.1 Major AFCD completion modelling techniques currently available in commercial 

simulators 

In general, Autonomous Flow Control Device (A)FCD completions should be designed and/or 

evaluated prior to installation, by using a time-dependent, reservoir/wellbore simulator since this allows 

the improvements in a single well’s production to be understood in the context of the total field recovery 

and reservoir uncertainty. The currently used AFCD performance modelling approach, that had been 

introduced ad-hoc in the simulators, is physically controversial [e.g. dimensionally inconsistent as 

explained in (Eltaher et al., 2017)] as well as being recognised as needing an update.  

Today, there are two major approaches to incorporate a standalone AFCDs’ performance in a 

commercial reservoir simulator’s wellbore model:  

(A)  As a formula relating the pressure drop across the AFCD to the phase flow rates and the fluid 

properties.  

One formula described by (Mathiesen et al., 2011) and (Halvorsen et al., 2012) was introduced ad-

hoc to the reservoir simulators and is widely used today for different AFCD types: 

𝛿𝑝 = [
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑥

2

𝜌𝑐𝑎𝑙
] . [

𝜇𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝜇𝑚𝑖𝑥
]

𝑦

. 𝑎𝐴𝐼𝐶𝐷 . 𝑞𝑥 
(2) 

Where aAICD is a constant called “strength" of the AFCD, x is the volume flow rate exponent, y is 

the viscosity function exponent and ρcal  and μcal are the calibration fluid’s density and viscosity 

respectively.  ρmix  and μmix are the volumetric averages of the fluid density and viscosity 

respectively. 
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The three parameters in Eq. (2): aAICD, x, and y – are adjusted to match the experimentally observed, 

single-phase performance curves of a given AFCD. It is then assumed that Eq. (2) will 

appropriately describe the multi-phase flow performance of the device. (Eltaher et al., 2014) 

showed how these three parameters can be reduced to two corresponding to the equivalent nozzle 

size of the AFCD for single-phase (liquid) flows, assuming x equals 2 (i.e. classical pressure drop 

equation describing a flow through a restriction). This essentially translated the Eq. (2) parameters, 

if known, to Eq. (1) for single-phase flows. Note that this observation (i.e. that equals 2 with a 

reasonable accuracy for single-phase flows) will be also used to derive the time-averaged AFCD-

completion performance equations later in this paper. 

 

(B) As a tabulated input in the form of a multidimensional table(s) describing the performance of a 

group of FCDs or each single FCD (Figure 3):  

 

Figure 3: Illustration of AFCDs’ performance provided as a tabulated input for simulator 

This approach is found to be useful when it’s necessary to overcome the limitation of the software 

providing a specific formula to describe the device’s performance. On the other hand, the model 

computational time can increase several times when the tables are used, compared to the AFCD 

performance equation (e.g. Eq. (2)) option. This can easily make the tabulated input option 

unfeasible for field-scale reservoir simulation and production optimisation studies. Hence this 

paper rather focusses on finding formulae than can describe the AFCD-completion performance at 

the level suitable for reservoir simulators. The tabulated performance will be used later in this 

paper for comparison. 

In the case of oil and water/gas flow, the multi-modal response of the device makes its modelling a 

unique case. Phase segregated flow in the annulus results in the device(s) reacting sequentially to either 

oil or water/gas (see e.g. Figure 4), as opposed to the “homogeneous flow” modelling approach that is 

traditionally assumed in reservoir simulators. Capturing the sequential reaction of the device to either 

oil or water/gas in a reservoir simulator is challenging. 

Table 1 - (A)FCD

performance
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Figure 4: A conceptual illustration of several AFCDs installed in two zones separated by a packer. The right zone produces 

oil while the left zone produces both oil and water with stratified flow in the annulus. 

 

2.2 Impact of wellbore flow effects on the AFCC completion performance 

An AFCC, as was explained, includes tens or hundreds of AFCDs, with each given AFCD reacting to 

the multi-phase flow conditions local to that AFCD. This results in a dynamic AFCC response even to 

minor flow rate of fluid composition changes. 

In particular, multiphase flow effects in the wellbore annulus and pipes can have a profound impact on 

the performance AFCD completion. AFCDs imposes a non-linear pressure loss depending on the 

flowing fluid composition (see e.g. Eq. 2), and it makes a big difference whether oil and water/gas flow 

in turn across an AFCD as single phases, or if the same amount flows as a homogeneous mixture.  

A simple illustration how important the assumption of a homogeneous or stratified flow in the annulus 

can be, consider a well zone equipped with two AFCDs (Figure 5), installed one above the other, 

producing 20 m3/d of liquid at 50% WC. Assume the flow conditions are such that in the case of 

stratified flow in the annulus the water hold-up is high enough for the bottom FCD to be submerged in 

water (like in Figure 5 option b). Note that unless otherwise stated the hold-up in this paper is defined 

as the volumetric fraction of a given phase in the annulus of a well zone between two adjacent packers. 

 

Figure 5: Well segment with (a) Homogeneous & (b) Stratified Annular Flow 

 

FCD locations

(a) (b)

Homogeneous mixture

Oil Water

FCD locations
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Figure 6: An example multi-phase flow performance of a stand-alone AICD. The arrows show the AICD’s flow conditions 

for the homogeneous (blue) or stratified (black) flow assumptions upstream of the AFCD in a case described in Appendix B. 

Figure 6, an example performance of a stand-alone AICD, illustrates how big an impact the annular 

flow regime will have on the AFCD-completion performance. (The performance curves have been 

generated to using a commercial AICD dimensions as described in (Eltaher et al., 2017)). 

The blue arrow marks the pressure drop assuming homogeneous flow with each AICD receiving an 

equal share of flow rate and WC and the two black arrows marking the pressure drops for each AICD 

when the flow is segregated, with the top AICD producing only oil mostly water from the bottom one. 

In other words, in the homogeneous flow case each AICD is accepting 10 m3/d of liquid at 50% WC. 

The pressure drop across this well segment is equal to the pressure drop across any of its AICDs (their 

pressure drops are equal), i.e. 5 bars in this case (see Figure 6). The segregated flow case shows a very 

different performance: the bottom AICD, submerged to water, is now accepting only water while the 

rest of the fluid flows across the top AICD. By ensuring the pressure drops across each AICD are equal 

to each other we find the solution to this case as depicted in Figure 6 (black arrows): the bottom AICD 

is accepting around 6 m3/d of water while the top AICD is accepting around 14 m3/d of oil-water mixture 

(at 30% WC). 

Note that the AICD-completion pressure drop nearly doubles in the latter case. Modelling such AICD-

completion using conventional, homogeneous flow approach, would lead to a completely different 

result, possibly compromising the whole well and field design. 

The AFCD-completion performance depends on the wellbore multiphase flow model (e.g. flow regime, 

phase flow velocities, wellbore trajectory, etc.). For instance, the horizontal wellbore trajectory 

undulations can result in the water accumulation at the lower parts, and/or slugging. Laboratory 

experiments (Espinoza et al., 2015, Oddie et al., 2003, Bamforth et al., 1996) have demonstrated a 

considerable difference in phase velocities and holdup values resulting from small changes in wellbore 

inclination. The localised fluid holdup of an advanced well completion defines the fluid phase that the 

active element of the AFCD is exposed to, and the subsequent control action of the AFCDs e.g. see 

(Mathiesen et al., 2014, Aakre et al., 2014). For instance, if there are 3 AICV installed in a completion 

zone, and the zone is producing at e.g. 50% WC, this means some AICV will be exposed to water and 

nearly closed, while the other are still open (assuming an AICV switches to water mode after some 

threshold WC). An example of such modelling will be presented later in this paper.  

Ideally, this fine-scale, dynamic physics needs to be included in the modelling workflow since it affects 

the flow performance of the AFCD completion. The problem is further exacerbated by accumulation of 

denser phases at low points and the lighter ones at the high points of the well trajectory, especially 
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within the same segment. That is – several AFCDs can be distributed across the well segment between 

two adjacent packers. Some AFCD can be e.g. submerged in water and shut-in, while the rest are open.  

The above-described physics profoundly differs from the AFCD-completion performance as currently 

modelled in the commercial reservoir simulators. A homogeneous (volume weighted) mixture flowing 

through each AFCD is considered in the calculations instead. This expression does not capture the 

physical behaviour accurately and is too simplistic (Brill and Arirachakaran, 1992). 

However, full capturing of the dynamic wellbore effects in a full-scale, reservoir simulator is not 

possible either – none of the commercial simulators offer such option to our knowledge for the simple 

reason: it is too computationally expensive to be practical. Several attempts to approximately capture 

the annular fluid segregation and AFCC wells have been made. For example (Eltaher, 2017) split the 

annular wellbore segments into sub-segments, and then assumed ideal segregation of fluid in the 

annulus over these sub-segments. The AFCDs were connected to such sub-segments and eventually 

were exposed to either water or oil flows. This proved to be time-consuming and approximate, but it 

did capture the major trends of AFCC response resulting from e.g. upward or downward flow in a given 

segment of the horizontal well model.  

Performance of a well section completed with AFCD(s) should thus depend on the AFCD performance 

as well as on the inflow, reservoir performance. This is due to the device being selective to the inflow 

phase and flow regime in the annulus which in turn depends on the fluid supply into the annulus from 

the reservoir. So we are looking for a formula that is both inflow- and strength- dependent when 

describing a well production segment (i.e. a section of the well between two adjacent packers) equipped 

with AFCD(s).  

Below we first present the novel, material balance-based derivation of the time-averaged dynamic flow 

performance of an AFCC production zone when the zone is equipped with either a single AFCD, or 

with an arbitrary number of AFCDs, capturing the condition when the AFCDs are sequentially exposed 

to either oil or water flow resulting in the dynamic AFCC flow response. We assume that either single-

phase AFCD lab tests or Eq. (2) parameters are available (which is normally the case) to describe the 

AFCD’s performance for single-phase flows equivalent to Eq. 1. Using the proposed approach, novel, 

universal formulae are derived describing AFCD-completion performance that can capture AFCC 

dynamic response and be immediately useful in commercial reservoir simulators.  

Finally, the novel approach is tested and verified against a customized, in-house numerical model of 

the AFCD-annulus-reservoir flow interaction with time. The approach is then applied in a reservoir 

simulation and compared against the traditional modelling approaches in a reservoir model. 

3. The problem of modelling a well zone equipped with AFCDs 

In the case of oil and water/gas flow, the multi-modal response (e.g. one flow performance for oil and 

a very different one – for water or gas) of the device makes it a unique case. The assumption of 

segregated flow in the annulus implies that the device(s) reacts sequentially to either oil or water/gas, 

as opposed to the “homogeneous flow” modelling approach that is traditionally assumed in reservoir 

simulators. Capturing the sequential reaction of the device to either oil or water in a reservoir simulator 

is challenging.  

We are aiming to derive a model, formulae to solve this problem, and offer a more accurate way of 

modelling AFCD completion performance in a commercial reservoir simulator. Note that this concept 

of an autonomous flow control completion performance dependent on the inflow performance is 

relatively new to the industry (as is the AFCD!). An AFCD completion is normally installed to control 
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a particular type of the unwanted fluid,  e.g. water in the case of heavy oil production, or gas in the case 

of light-oil production. In the below derivations we will be assuming water-oil case to be specific, 

although the result is also valid for gas-oil cases since the gas compressibility effect in the small annular 

space can be neglected in this problem. 

It is known that some AFCD types react to water only when the WC reaches a certain limit, irrespective 

of the annulus water HU and whether the AFCD is submerged in water or not. Other AFCDs are 

believed to respond to water only when submerged in it, i.e. when the annulus water HU reaches a 

certain critical value (not necessarily corresponding to the level of the AFCD’s inlet). Either way, in 

this paper we assume the situation of the “critical” condition, i.e. the condition when either the critical 

HU or critical WC is reached and the device(s) starts responding to both oil and water flows. If there 

are multiple AFCDs in one well segment, then this happens when all but one are already in the 100% 

water production mode, while the last AFCD (e.g. the one at the top of the segment, or the farthest from 

the water source) is intermittently exposed to either oil or water flow. 

The completion performance when the WC or HU is less than the critical condition is relatively 

straightforward to model with the traditional single-phase AFCD performance curve. This has been 

extensively described elsewhere (Eltaher et al., 2014). Unfortunately, such “non-critical” period can be 

short, let alone the AFCDs completions are designed to actually react to water, so by default to operate 

at the “critical” condition.  

3.1 Deriving the flow performance model for a well segment equipped with a single AFCD 

Consider a well segment – i.e. the section between two adjacent packers. Assume it is equipped with 

one AFCD.  

We aim to ultimately be able to describe the well segment performance using the classical ICD 

terminology, i.e. to describe the pressure drop across a single AFCD as  

 
2

AFCD AFCD ldP a Q   

where , ,( , , )AFCD AFCD w AFCD oa f inflow performance a a  

Where the bars represent the time averages over e.g. the duration of a reservoir simulation time step 

(usually 1-3 months). This format makes at it easy to incorporate this performance into most of the 

available reservoir simulators. 

The key assumptions and notation are listed below: 

 Operator f  means averaging f over the duration of a reservoir simulation time-step at a 

particular time-step. We are essentially looking for thus averaged performance because a 

reservoir simulator does not need to (and even is preferred not to) consider processes happening 

at a faster rate. 

 a is strength. We understand it as a constant relating the pressure change across a device to the 

liquid rate square flowing across the device. In the case of AFCD with stratified flow in the 

annulus we distinguish two instantaneous AFCD strengths: 

2

,AFCD AFCD w wdP a Q   when there is only water flow across the device (“water mode”), and 
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2

,AFCD AFCD o odP a Q   when there is only oil flow across the device (“oil mode”). Note that the 

AFCDs are ideally designed so that 
, ,AICV o AICV wa a  

It is observed that the performance of a single AFCD can be matched well to the single-phase 

oil or water flow as a quadratic function of rate. 

 

 Jl is the liquid productivity index (linear) of the well segment, i.e. ( )l reservoir annulus lJ P P Q   

 Qinflow  is the instantaneous rate flowing into the well segment annulus from the reservoir 

 Qoutflow  is the instantaneous rate flowing from the well segment annulus to the tubing across 

the AFCD 

 
reservoir tubingP P P    (definition) 

 WCinflow  is the water cut of the fluid flowing into the well segment annulus from the reservoir 

 

Problem statement: 

1. A single AFCD is installed in a well segment. 

2. The AFCD performance can be described as 
2

,AFCD AFCD w wdP a Q   in the water mode and 

2

,AFCD AFCD o odP a Q   in the oil mode.  

3. Flow rates are such that the flow in the annulus is stratified (or, more generally, segregated). 

This means that the AFCD can be open to either water or to oil flow at a time.  

4. Ptubing (also called BHP or Pwf) and Preservoir can be considered constant during a reservoir 

simulation time-step. This also means that P can be considered relatively constant during a 

reservoir simulation time-step. (This assumption is reasonable since the pressure does not 

change significantly during a simulation time-step, in the late field life when WC is substantial). 

Note that typically the simulation time steps are 1-3 months long, but can be shorter if rapid 

phenomena like viscous fingering or early water breakthrough need to be captured. Either way 

it is assumed the simulation time steps are short enough to capture the reservoir fluid flow 

trends, in other words to make sure the saturations and pressures do not change significantly 

between the time steps. 

 

Assumptions: 

1. Assume there is a critical water cut or hold up HUw,crit in the annulus so that when HUw>= 

HUw,crit the AFCD switches to water mode, and otherwise – to oil.  

NB1: For instance this can be the water hold up value so that the water surface is across the 

AFCD inlet position (see e.g. Figure 4), or it can be some experimental water cut value (e.g. 

98%), or other. 

NB2: Note that we are only assuming that this HUw,crit is constant during a simulation time-

step, not necessarily throughout the whole production period. 

2. Consider a situation when the annulus water hold-up HUw is such that the avearge HUw= 

HUw,crit. Then the AFCD is going to be exposed to a series of oil and water flows.  

This is easy to understand by assuming that the water hold up is suddenly higher than the 

critical water hold-up. The AFCD will be exposed mostly to water and the well segment outflow 

will be water only Ql,outflow=Qw,outflow, while the well segment inflow Qinflow will consist of both 
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oil and water (given that 0< WCinflow<1). Moreover, Ql,intflow=Qw,outflow from the mass balance 

considerations when the Pannulus is stabilised at a particular mode. So basically the segment 

outflows water which is replaced by water and oil. Essentially, the water hold up in the annulus 

will be decreasing until it reaches the critical value, after which the AFCD will generally 

“switch” to the oil mode and the process will continue in the oil mode. 

We are not concerned at this stage how often the AFCD will be exposed to oil or water. This 

may depend on the transient flow effects in the system, segregated flow regime parameters, 

CFD effects, etc.   

Our assumption is that such fluctuations will happen at least twice during the simulation time 

step (e.g. duration_of_1_oil_mode + duration_of_1_water_mode <= 1 simulation time step).  

3. The linear Inflow Performance Relationship assumption is valid during a simulation time step. 

I.E. ( )l res annulus lJ P P Q   applies. 

4. The frictional pressure drop in the annulus is negligible compared to the drops across the 

reservoir and completion (normally holds true mainly because the AFCD completion is 

designed and installed to act so). 

3.2 Numerical modelling 

The above system can be modelled numerically to illustrate the AFCD-annulus-reservoir flow 

interaction with time. A code has been written to model the fluid inflow to and the outflow from a single 

well segment with a single AFCD, assuming stratified flow in the annulus (see e.g. Figure 4, assuming 

there is only one device in there). The equations describing the AFCD and reservoir flow performance 

are as listed above in the section. 

A synthetic case study with typical parameters (Table 1) is presented below: 

Table 1: Parameters of a dynamic, single-zone 1 AFCD-completion model 

Parameter Unit Value 

PI zone m3/d/bar 50 

Preservoir bar 200 

Ptubing bar 180 

Annulus volume m3 2.4 

Water HU critical fraction 0.5 

AFCD strength for water flow, aw bar/(m3/d)^2 0.00005 

AFCD strength for oil flow, ao bar/(m3/d)2 0.000005 

Inflow WC fraction 0.1 

At the start of production the zone is originally filled with oil (i.e. instantaneous water breakthrough 

assumption is used to estimate up to how long it may take the system to reach the critical HU in the 

calculated scenario). 
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Figure 7: Annulus HUwater evolution in a single-zone, single-AFCD model 

Figure 7 indicates that the maximum time (20 minutes) required for water inflow into the annulus to 

reach the critical condition (i.e. when the AFCD inlet is exposed to water is negligible compared to the 

reservoir simulation time step of weeks or months. This implies that, for practical purposes, the 

completion can be modelled by assuming the average HU is close to the critical HU all the time. 

The HU oscillates with time, preferring to stay in the water region, which is expected – when exposed 

to water the device restricts flow and so it takes longer to unload the excess water above the critical 

HU. The speed at which the water volume “refills” the annulus is relatively slow at small WCinflow 

values, however it will be increasing at higher WCinflow values (which will change the slopes of the ‘saw-

tooth’ curve by the way). 

It is important to mention that the oscillation frequency presented in Figure 7 is not the actual 

representation, unlike the fraction of the time during which the AFCD is in the water flow mode or the 

time during which the AFCD is in the oil flow mode.  For instance, if we change the simulation time 

step in this model from 1 min to 1 microsecond, the oscillation will happen on the scale of microseconds 

(because we have not imposed any restriction on the system reaction times), but the fraction of time of 

the oil flow mode or the water flow mode will remain the same, and so the time-average response will 

remain the same. The AFCD’s reaction time is short – in the order of seconds, while the slowest to react 

is the reservoir. Given that the highly permeable reservoir like the one modelled here takes tens to 

hundreds of minutes to stabilise after a rate or pressure change, it is logical to model the HU oscillations 

on the time scale larger than that.  

This numerical model was used to calculate the time-averaged AFCD-completion flow parameters 

including the average, completion pressure drop, flow rate, and ultimately its strength that will be used 

to verify the analytical model derived below. 

3.3 Time-averaged, Flow Performance Solution for a Zone with a Single AFCD 

Appendix B provides the derivation of the flow performance model for a well segment equipped with 

a single AFCD. 

The solution for the completion zone’s strength (in the sense of Equation (1)) is given in Eq. (B 13): 
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(3) 

Note that this multi-phase AFCD completion zone’s strength is completely independent from the 

multi-phase flow performance of a stand-alone AFCD. This performance is not independent of the 

reservoir parameters, signifying the close balance between the completion, reservoir supply, and well 

intake. 

Its asymptotic version, assuming high critical WC, is also derived and is given in Eq. (B 18): 

2

AFCD wa a WC  (4) 

Note that: 

1. This particular derivation is valid for a well segment containing a single AFCD. So it should 

be applied in the situations where the annular flow isolation is modelled across each well 

segment (e.g. for the no annular flow option in Eclipse).  

2. In case of multiple AFCDs per well segment we expect to have multiple, critical water hold-up 

values resulting in a multistage curve 

, ,( , , , )AFCD AFCD w AFCD o AFCDs per segmenta f inflow performance a a N . Derivation of such a 

system is provided below. 

3. Note that if the single-phase performance of an AFCD cannot be acceptably described as a 

quadratic function of rate, and instead is proportional to the rate in the power of x, then it is 

possible to make adjustments to the derived formulae based on the (x-2)/2 order. 

3.4 Verification of the analytical solution on a numerical model 

We used the numerical model described in Section 3.2 above to predict the time-average AFCD-

completion strength as a function of WC. This was then compared with the analytical solution given 

by Eq. 3, as well as with its asymptotic version presented by Eq. 4. 
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Figure 8: The time-average AFCD-completion strength as a function of WC, predicted by numerical and analytical models 

As can be seen from Figure 8, the complete solution (Eq. 4) gives the perfect match, while its 

asymptotic (for high WC values) form (Eq. 3) is within 30% accuracy for WC values higher than 0.7. 

This confirms our analytical solution, and gives a powerful tool to model AFCC wells in reservoir 

simulators. We further discuss below the case when a zone is equipped with multiple AFCDs.  

3.5 Performance of a well segment equipped with multiple AFCDs 

Let’s assume a well segment is now equipped with n AFCDs of the same type. 

The WC or HU is around its critical value – so all but one AFCDs are already in the 100% water 

production mode, while the last AFCD (e.g. the one at the top of the segment, or the farthest from the 

water source) is intermittently exposed to either oil or water flow. 

The changes that need to be made to extend the “single-AFCD segment” case to the multiple-AFCD 

case are as follows: 

1. The volumes of oil and water produced from the well segment for a given (simulation time-

step) duration now related differently due to the fact that when one AFCD is producing oil, 

the other n-1 AFCDs are producing water: 

𝑑𝑉𝑤 in Eq. (B 8) will change to: 

𝑑𝑉𝑤_𝑛𝐴𝐹𝐶𝐷_𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑑𝑉𝑤1𝐴𝐹𝐶𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒
(1 −

1−𝑊𝐶

𝑊𝐶
𝛾(𝑛 − 1))   (5) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 γ is defined as 𝛾 ≡ √
𝑎𝑜

𝑎𝑤
 

This also means that the minimum WC for which all these derivations are valid is:  

𝑊𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
1

1+1/[𝛾(𝑛−1)]
  (6) 
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because for the lower values of WC the assumption that the system is at the critical condition 

– i.e. only one out of n AFCDs can be exposed to oil, does not hold. Note that for the n=1 the 

minimum WC is 0% as expected. 

2. The same fact that when the last AFCD is in the oil flow mode, the other (n-1) AFCDs are 

producing water, also leads to the following changes to Eqs. (B 5) and (B 6): 

2 2
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4 1
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(8) 

Introducing these changes to the derivation workflow as in the section above we find: 
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(9) 

Finally, the equation that can be used to describe every single AFCD in the well segment to 

adequately capture the segment performance, is: 
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(10) 

It’s simplified version (using the same assumptions as above) is: 
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Further, simplifying this equation for high WC values gives a result similar to Eq. (B 18), with a minor 

correction (can be ignored in many cases) due to the multiple AFCDs in a segment: 

2 1AFCD w

l w

n
a WC a

WCJ Pa

 
  

  

 (13) 

 

4. Comparison of the AFCD-completion performance models in reservoir simulation 

Finally, the above-derived solutions have been implemented in a coupled well/reservoir model to 

illustrate their impact on the AWC performance prediction. AICVs have been installed in the 

completion modelled here since these devices demonstrate a sharp switch between water and oil flow 

modes. Their performance thus closely resembles the theoretical completion performance model 

discussed in this paper. The implementation of the AICV-completion model is as follows:  

When the zonal WC is less than critical, the sequential closing of AICVs is modelled as proposed by 

the AICV manufacturer (Aakre et al., 2014). If a zone is equipped with n AICVs and, assuming phase 

segregation in the annulus, the (presumably) lower ones will be flowing in water mode while mostly oil 

flows from the others. The AICVs therefore switch consecutively to water mode once the water influx 

is sufficient for every next AICV to change to water mode at the threshold WCth value (assumed to be 

0.8 in this paper). In other words, the zonal flow performance implies that if there are n AICVs installed 

in a zone, then once the zonal WC reaches the value of WCth /m and 1 <= m <=n;  then (n-m) AICVs 

will operate in water mode and flow water while the remainder will operate in oil mode and flow oil or 

an oil-water mixture. Table 2 shows the resulting performance of the annular compartment containing 

4 AICVs, each of which switches to water mode once it is exposed to the WC fraction of 0.8. 

Table 2: Zonal closing sequence as a function of Water Cut 

Number of valves 

in oil mode 

Number of valves 

in water mode 

Average zonal WC 

from reservoir 

WCswitch formula used to 

calculate column on left 

4 0 WC<=0.2 WC4->3 ≈ WCth/4=0.2 

3 1 0.2<WC<=0.27 WC3->2 ≈ WCth/3≈0.27 

2 2 0.27<WC<=0.4 WC2->1 ≈  WCth/2=0.4 

1 3 0.4<WC<0.8 WC1->0 ≈ WCth/1=0.8 

0 4 0.8<WC - 

 

We explore two modelling options in this paper for the situation once zonal WC ≥ WCth and all the 

AICVs are flowing in water mode: 

1. The traditional approach to AICV modelling: all AICVs are flowing in the water mode, i.e. they 

produce the oil-water mixture whilst imposing the maximum restriction with the strength of 

each device equal to aw. The overall strength of the zonal completion changes in steps at the 

WC values listed in Table 2. This will be called the “Step-Like” (SL) model. 

2. The approach derived and verified in this paper: behave like the SL model until the threshold 

value of the zonal WC is reached, and once the zonal WC reaches WCth then the last AICV 

changes its strength to awWC2 (see Equation 4). This way, as was explained in the model 

derivation sections, the completion still accounts for the presence of oil in the zonal inflow and 

one of the AICVs will revert to oil mode at regular intervals. This case will be called the 
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“Modified Step-Like” (MSL) model. The completion is now less restrictive than suggested 

by the SL model.  

This consequently affects the long-term production as the reservoir simulation model will now 

predict higher, tail-end production. This may in turn alter field design decisions, including 

which AWC Technology type is chosen for the well completions.  

Both approaches to AICV completion performance modelling can be implemented in a reservoir 

simulator by the means of tabulated input (Section 2.1B). 

4.1 Reservoir Model Description 

The model used in this study was made analogous to an existing field employing AWC technology. The 

field is characterized by several reservoir units of two types of sandstone, a coarse-grained sand with 

permeability layers varying between 500 and 1000 mD and a fine-grained sand of 50 to 300 mD. This 

reservoir description was reproduced by a repeating series of reservoir layers with a wide range of 

permeability values (Error! Reference source not found.). The permeability was distributed 

stochastically within the specified range for each sand type and appropriate porosity and relative 

permeability tables were specified. Strong aquifer support is applied and the model is filled with heavy 

oil of 18 API gravity and 90 Cp viscosity at downhole conditions. 

 

Figure 9.a: The box model reservoir with repeating sand 

showing units of varying permeability. 

 

Figure 9.b: Enlarged cross-section along the wellbore the 

horizontal well penetrating multiple sand units 

The reservoir’s heterogeneity results in an unbalanced fluid influx rate along the horizontal wells. This 

naturally leads to the accelerated breakthrough of unwanted fluid (water), limiting the sweep efficiency 

and reducing the oil recovery. 

4.1.1 Well completion and production constraints 

The model employed the following production and wellbore constraints: 

1. Each tubing or AICV joint is 12.5 m long and has either no or one AICV. 

2. Well segments (or zones) between any two adjacent packers are 50 m long and so can have up 

to four AICVs.  

3. Annular packers are located between all wellbore model segments, i.e. annular flow is allowed 

within a segment, but is not allowed between segments. 

4. The well’s total liquid flow rate is constant at 3000 (Sm3/day), unless the flowing bottom hole 

pressure limit (BHP) of 100 bars is reached. 

5. Stratified flow is assumed in the annulus. (This was confirmed by mapping the annular flow 

conditions on a flow regime map.) 

6. The horizontal, completion length is 2300 m. 

 

A. B.
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4.2 Results and analysis 

The two completion scenarios depicted in (Figure 10) are modelled. In Case 1 there is a single AICV 

installed in a well segment/zone (Figure 10a), whereas in Case 2 there are four (Figure 10b). To make 

the completion response between the cases comparable the AICV area open to flow to oil or to water in 

Case 1 equals such area of 4 AICVs in Case 2.  

 

Figure 10.a: A single AICV is located  in a well zone 

 

Figure 10.b: 4 AICVs are located  in a well zone 

4.2.1 Case (1): Zones with a single AICV per zone 

The reservoir produces at a high water cut for most of the time (Figure 11 left) due to, among other 

things, the high oil viscosity of 90 cP. The AICVs start switching to water mode shortly after water 

breakthrough in the high-permeability zones. The increased pressure drop across the completion 

resulting in the well being controlled by the bottom hole pressure limit (100 bar). The MSL solution 

reduces the completion strength due to its accounting for the successive oil/water inflows at the critical 

condition. By contrast, the SL solution switches to the highest restriction level, even though there is still 

oil flowing. The MSL model thus predicts increase in the long-term oil recovery (Figure 11 right).  

Figure 11.a: Well water cut for single-AICV zone 

completion 
Figure11.b: Oil recovery for single-AICV zone completion 

 

4.2.2 Case (2): Zone with 4 AICVs per zone 

The multiple-AICV zone completion (Figure 10b) is expected to show a smaller difference between the 

SL and MSL models because once the threshold value of the zonal watercut is reached, only 1 out of 4 

AICVs, the last one flowing oil, is corrected for the critical flow with the other three AICVs behaving 

similarly in both models (i.e. in water mode). Figure 12 shows the difference between the SL and MSL 

is now much smaller. This illustrates that the importance of modelling oil/water flow mode oscillations 

is reduced as the number of AICVs installed within an annular zone/segment increases. 
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Note that the reservoir model presented here was chosen to illustrate the utility of our solution and to 

give an example of the magnitude of its possible impact. Different reservoir models and well completion 

scenarios may show different magnitude of this impact depending on how many AFCDs are installed, 

how fast the unwanted fluid influx increases, what well production conditions are, etc. 

 

Figure 12: Case 2 oil recovery (MSL vs. SL for sequential AFCD completion) 

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper presents a novel approach to incorporate into a reservoir simulator the flow performance of 

a downhole flow control completion equipped with flow control devices discriminating flowing fluids. 

The realistic approach to model such flow control completion performance takes into account: 

1) Reservoir inflow performance. 

2) The flow control devices’ performance.  

3) The annular, stratified flow performance. 

The full and asymptotic analytical solutions presented in this paper were derived for the well completion 

cases where 1 or more autonomous flow control devices are installed in a well zone. The accuracy of 

the solutions was confirmed by an in-house, numerical model. 

Note that this multi-phase AFCD completion performance appears to be independent of the multi-phase 

flow performance of a stand-alone AFCD (that is currently used in reservoir simulators). This 

performance is not independent of the reservoir parameters, signifying the close balance between the 

completion, the reservoir supply, and the well intake. 

Further, it was explained and illustrated why the traditional, “homogeneous flow” modelling approach 

that is nowadays used in reservoir simulators can be inaccurate. The predictions of several modelling 

approaches were compared in a synthetic reservoir model to underline the importance and value of the 

more realistic modelling approach presented here, compared to a more traditional one.  

This work is an important contribution to the advanced well completion modelling and evaluation. The 

formulae derived not only realistically account for annular flow effects, but are also easily incorporated 

into commercial reservoir simulators. Autonomous flow control completion technology is likely to 

define the future of advanced wells. 
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Abbreviations 

AICD – autonomous inflow control device (a class of FCDs) 

AICV – autonomous inflow control valve (a class of FCDs) 

AWC – advanced well completion: an arbitrary combination of FCDs in a well or a well’s zone 

AFCC – autonomous flow control completion 

BHP – bottomhole pressure 

FCD – (any type of) flow control device 

HU – holdup (unless otherwise stated it is defined as the volumetric fraction of a given phase in the 

annulus of a well zone between two adjacent packers) 

ICD - inflow control device (a class of FCDs) 

ICV – inflow (interval) control valve (a class of FCDs) 

MSL – the ‘modified step-like’ model, as explained in Section 4 

SL - the ‘step-like’ model, as explained in Section 4 

WC – production well’s watercut 

 

Nomenclature 

All values are in SI units and at reservoir conditions, unless otherwise stated.  

a – flow control completion strength defined 

by eq. 1 

to – the total time (within the time period in 

question) when the AFCD was flowing in oil 

mode 

dV – volume of fluid over or below the 

‘critical level’ in the annulus at which the 

AFCD switches between water and oil flow 

modes 

tw – the total time (within the time period in 

question) when the AFCD was flowing in water 

mode 

J – productivity index (linear) of a well zone 

x – the experimentally measured rate exponent 

used in Eq. 2 

n – number of AFCDs in a well zone 

y – the experimentally measured viscosity 

exponent used in Eq. 2 

P – pressure γ – parameter defined as 𝛾 = √𝑎𝑜 𝑎𝑤⁄   

Q – flow rate  μ – viscosity 

t – time ρ – density 

 

Subscripts 

cal – calibration fluid (water) property in Eq. 2 o – oil 

inflow – means the fluid flowing into the 

annulus of a well zone  

outflow – means the fluid flowing out the annulus 

of a well zone, across the device into the tubing 

l – liquid res – reservoir 
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min – minimum w –water 

mix – mixture, i.e. actual fluid flowing across 

an AFCD as per Eq. 2 

wf – flowing well [pressure] in the tubing in the 

zone in question 

 

Notations 

Average of a function f over the time period in question (e.g. over a simulation time-step which is 

often set as around 1 month-long) is denoted as 𝑓 ̅

 

Unit Conversion Tables 

To convert from To Multiply by 

bar pascal (Pa) 1.000000E+05 

bar MPa 1.000000E-01 

barrel meter3 1.589873E-01 

bbl/day meter3/day 1.589873E-01 

cp Pas 1.000000E-03 

darcy m2 9.869233E-13 

foot meter 3.048000E-01 

ft2 meter2(m2) 9.290304E-02 

ft3 meter3(m3) 2.831685E-02 

pascal (Pa) psi 1.451000E-04 

psi MPa 6.894757E-03 

psi/ft kPa/m 2.262059E+01 
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Appendix A: Autonomous Inflow Control Completion 

AFCDs are categorised by their response to unwanted fluids: 

1) Autonomous Inflow Control Devices (AICDs) combine passive inflow control with an active, flow 

control element that creates a differential pressure across the AICD that is dependent on the properties 

of the flowing fluid (mainly viscosity) as well as the flow rate. AICD designs currently used in the 

industry include the:  

(A) Fluidic Diode (FD) Autonomous Inflow Control Device which is based on the vortex principle by 

which the less viscous unwanted fluid takes a longer path to reach the nozzle, experiencing a higher 

pressure drop than for the more viscous wanted fluid that travels directly to the nozzle (Fripp et 

al., 2013).  

(B) Rate Controlled Production (RCP) AICD valve based on Bernoulli’s principle. The produced fluids 

flow through a valve containing floating disc that alters the flow path geometry when the properties 

of the flowing fluid change (Halvorsen et al., 2012). The design has been improved since the first 

time the valve was introduced in 2008. The new designs allow for greater flexibility for completion 

adjustment during installation operation to cater for reservoir uncertainty after drilling the well 

(Halvorsen et al., 2016). 

2) Autonomous Inflow Control Valve (AICV) design adds complexity, yet offers a more flexible, 

optimally more restrictive, control. The AICV consists of a main and a by-pass flow module. The 

pressure drop created by flow through the by-pass module controls the main module’s flow area 

(Mathiesen et al., 2014) and (Aakre et al., 2013). AICVs differ from most AICDs in their somewhat 

“on-off” reaction to unwanted fluid once it reaches a critical level. AICDs have a, more or less, 

gradually increasing restrictive reaction to unwanted fluid. 

Note that all the above devices are autonomously reversible since they both react to the local conditions 

of fluid properties and pressure. 
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AFCD technology field application started in 2008 by the RCP-completion field deployment in Troll 

Field with the basic interest of controlling gas production (Halvorsen et al., 2012). More than 30 wells 

in the field were completed with RCP AICDs after that and the technology is approved for full field 

implementation (Halvorsen et al., 2016). (Benn A Voll, 2015) reported more than 50 wells equipped by 

RCP-AICD completion globally. (Semikin et al., 2015)monitored the downhole performance for RCP-

AICD to control gas production by adding chemical sensors to the RCP-AICD completion. Their 

analysis confirmed the autonomous RCP reaction to gas breakthrough at multiple zones in the well. 

(Least, 2013) and  (Porturas, 2016) described a case study where the FD-AICD improved the well 

performance by both increasing the early oil production and decreasing the water production from 

several fields in Latin America. (Negrescu and Leitao Junior, 2013) described the use of FD-AICD to 

control the expected early water breakthrough in heavy oil environment in Peregrino field. They defined 

several success criteria for a field test of FD-AICD technology in this field. The FD-AICD’s 

performance was reported to be successful in the Peregrino field and the technology was set for full 

field implementation. 

In contrast to the above-described AICDs, the AICV technology is still considered to be somewhat in 

the proof of concept stage (Eltazy et al 2014). Several pilot wells have been or are to be equipped with 

AICV completion for controlling steam production in SAGD environment, CO2 breakthrough control 

(Kais et al., 2016), and water production in fractured reservoirs (Nugraha et al., 2016). AICV technology 

has also been considered as a solution for gas producing fields to stop/control water production 

(InflowControl, 2017). 

The modelling and optimisation AFCD technology in field application remains an open question despite 

the successes reported above. In this paper we present a new approach to describe their performance 

more reliably in a coupled well-reservoir simulator. 

 

Appendix B: Derivation of the flow performance model for a well segment equipped 

with a single AFCD 

Key derivation principles, in addition to the assumptions listed in Section 3, are: 

a. As we mentioned above, the AFCD can adapt to the new (oil or water) mode fast (known to be 

in the order of no longer than minutes, potentially much shorter), and also this study discusses 

the liquid flow only (note that the liquids are slightly compressible unlike gasses), so the well 

segment pressures are expected to react fast when the mode changes with minimal wellbore 

storage effects in the annulus. We believe the speed of change of the annulus pressure after a 

mode “switch” will be mostly governed by the slowest process - the transient reservoir response 

(i.e. the build-up or draw-down times). The transient reservoir response in lower-to-very high 

permeability formations is in the order of hours or days, which is far smaller than a normal 

reservoir simulation time step of 1-3 months. Hence, our statement that, to first order of 

accuracy, the annular pressure stabilises rapidly after the AFCD switches its mode of flow is 

correct. Note that this statement may be violated in tight formations, viscous oil reservoirs and 

when small simulation time steps are employed during special studies. 

Note that the mass balance dictates that the average Ql,intflow=Ql,outflow is valid. (Also see the discussions 

in Assumption 2 above.) 
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b. Assumption 2 states that there will be a series of mode switches during a simulation time step, 

so the average WCoutflow can be calculated using the times wt  and ot . The AFCD needs to “suck-

off” extra water or oil respectively (“extra” here has the same sense as above – the excessive 

phase volume above or below the critical water hold up). This gives: 

, ,

, , , ,

w outflow w outflow w

outflow

w outflow o outflow w outflow w o outflow o

Q Q t
WC

Q Q Q t Q t


 

   
 (B 1) 

c. It is possible to derive mathematically, but is also intuitively understood that the average 

outflow water cut equals the inflow water cut. The system thus periodically “sucks off” the 

“excess phase fraction” above the threshold value. Hence, when averaged over a simulation 

time-step, the average phase outflow equals the average phase inflow. So we have: 

outflow inflowWC WC  
(B 2) 

d. Naturally, on average the system will have to “suck off” the volumes dV of phases relating as 

oil and water rates, i.e.: 
𝑑𝑉𝑜

𝑑𝑉𝑤
=

1−𝑊𝐶

𝑊𝐶
  to avoid violating the system’s material balance (e.g. more 

oil cannot flow into the segment  compared to the average oil fraction being produced from the 

segment since the fluid volume may not increase in the confined annular volume). 

 

The nodal system balance gives: 

, 2

,( ) ( )
l inflow

tubing reservoir reservoir annulus annulus tubing reservoir AFCD l outflow

l

Q
P P P P P P P a Q

J
          (B 3) 

which is rearranged as 

,2

, 0
l inflow

AFCD l outflow

l

Q
a Q P

J
     

(B 4) 

Note that Ql,intflow=Ql,outflow (See Assumption a above).  

As discussed above, in the water mode 
AICV wa a  and , ,l outflow w outflowQ Q , while in the oil mode 

AFCD oa a  and , ,l outflow o outflowQ Q . 

Solution to Equation (B 4) gives 

2

,

1 4 1

2

l w

w outflow

l w

J a P
Q

J a

  
  during the water mode; and  

(B 5) 

2

,

1 4 1

2

l o

o outflow

l o

J a P
Q

J a

  
  during the oil mode.  

(B 6) 
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Consider an extra volume dV of a phase exceeding the critical hold up. If it is oil, then the average 

time for the system to suck this extra oil volume off is 

2
,

2

1 4 1

o l o
o

o outflow l o

dV dV J a
t

Q J a P


 

  
 (B 7) 

If it is water then the time is  

2
,

2

1 4 1

w w l w
w

w outflow l w

dV dV J a
t

Q J a P


 

  
 (B 8) 

On average the system will be sucking off the excess oil for 

o

w o

t

t t
*100% of the time (during the given reservoir simulation time step). 

Average outflow liquid rate during a simulation time step is given by the instantaneous outflow, oil or 

water rates and the times of producing oil or water: 

, , ,
o w

l outflow o outflow w outflow

w o w o

t t
Q Q Q

t t t t
 

 
 

or, using the definition of WC (also remember outflow inflowWC WC ): 

, ,

,
11

o outflow o outflowo o
l outflow

inflowoutflow w o w o

Q Qt t
Q

WCWC t t t t
 

  
 (B 9) 

Equation (B 9) can be rearranged using Equations (B 5), (B 6), (B 7), and (B 8) as (note that for 

simplicity we write WC instead of WCinflow): 

2

,
2

2

1 4 1

1 4 1
2 1

1 4 1

l o

l outflow

l ow
l o

o l w

J a P
Q

J a Pa
J a WC WC

a J a P

  


   
  
    

 
(B 10) 

We are looking for  , ,( , , )AFCD AFCD w AFCD oa f inflow performance a a  where 
2

AFCD AFCD ldP a Q  . 

Averaging Equation (B 4) gives: 

2 ,

,
0

l outflow
AFCD l outflow

l

Q
a Q P

J
     

(B 11) 

From Equation (B 11): 
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,

2

,

l outflow

l
AFCD

l outflow

Q
P

J
a

Q

 

  
(B 12) 

Finally, expanding the terms in Equation (B 12) using Equation (B 10) we find the exact solution for 

the time-step averaged AFCD strength: 

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 4 1

1 4 1
2 1

1 4 1

1 4 1
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P
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(B 13) 

The average AFCD strength is now a function of the inflow performance as well as of the AFCD 

performance. Note that it has nothing to do with the stand-alone AFCD multi-phase performance (e.g. 

Eq.(2). Also note that the critical water hold-up value is not present in the final formula, and its value 

(or the question where the AFCD is located or what the well trajectory is) is therefore ultimately 

irrelevant. 

We will now simplify Equation (B 13) to make it more usable. 

Simplification of Equation (B 13) 

Additional assumptions: 

1. The AFCD is designed to promote and reasonably equalise oil inflow so that 

 , ,AFCD oil mode reservoir annulus oil modedP P P   

2. The AFCD is designed to restrict water inflow so that 

 , ,AFCD water mode reservoir annulus water modedP P P   

Additional derivation in brief: 

Additional Assumptions 1 and 2 allow us to present Solutions (B 5) and (B 6) as a first and a second 

order Taylor series respectively (the infinitesimal terms are 24 1l oJ a P   for oil mode and 

21 4 l wJ a P  for water mode). This gives: 

,w outflow

w

P
Q

a


  

(B 14) 

 2

, 1o outflow l l oQ J P J a P     (B 15) 
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Combination of Equations (B 1), (B 7), (B 8), (B 9), and (B 12) gives: 

   21
1 (1 ) 1 1AFCD l o l w l w

l

a WC J a P J WC Pa WC J WC Pa
PJ

         


 (B 16) 

Now, keeping only the first order accuracy, the average AFCD strength can be found as: 

 
 2
1

1 w
AFCD o w

l

WC WC a
a a WC a WC

J P


   


 (B 17) 

Note that when WC=0 then AFCD oa a  while when WC=1 then AFCD wa a . 

For simplicity, we recommend incorporating into the reservoir simulators a further simplified version 

of Eq. (B 17) when the WC is high: 

2

AFCD wa a WC  (B 18) 

 

 


